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      Fresh suggestions from professionals who know what thesis writing is

      To all those who are experiencing a hard time writing their thesis, we bring some expert suggestions from the professionals who have spent most of their life learning thesis.

   


What thesis is?

Your personal research along with some facts and figures collectively put forward to prove a point you are in favour of is called as thesis. Thesis can be a statement or couple of lines embedded in your research project based on which a reader can determine what the article is all about. It should be clearly stated (generally it is placed at the end of

In this article you will come across a lot of suggestions to help you write the perfect thesis.

What a thesis should contain:

	A catchy title- to give an idea about the message you are trying to convey
	Summary- short and crisp
	Acknowledgement page – to thank all who have helped you
	Introduction – to give an idea about the topic
	Detailed description- self explanatory
	Previous work reference- use wherever necessary. This lets the reader know you have been learning and doing your research properly.
	Conclusion - gist of the article. According to experts, your conclusion should repeat your introduction but with reference to details.
	Reference: Mention the references to let examiner know where you got your knowledge about the topic from.
	Footnotes: if necessary


Now that we have learned what a good thesis should consist of, let’s learn about some of the points to take into consideration while writing a thesis:

	Pen down your ideas there and then: Keep a notebook handy always and pen down anything that comes to your mind relevant to your thesis. The more you write, the lesser are your chances to make mistakes. Don’t rely on your memory because after all we are humans, and not machines.
	Make a draft: Always start by drafting your thesis. Don’t put your hopes in doing it perfect for the first time. This is what reviewing and polishing is for.
	Make points: Divide your thesis into chapters and further into points and so on. Once you are through with this, all you have to do is to explain the point in detail. Also, it will make sure you cover everything you need and not leave any part untouched. 
	Use diagrams, pictures, graphs and charts: Starting a subheading using a diagram makes it much easier to cover the topic. It will not only make your thesis look interesting but also easy to understand for the readers.
	Save introduction and conclusion for the last followed by footnotes: Generally, everyone tends to write introduction first followed by the body and then comes the conclusion. But little do they know that it is the most ineffective way of writing a thesis. One should always write introduction with the conclusion because conclusions are nothing but repeating your introduction in reference to detail. Writing it at last will enable you to link it better and it will turn out to be more effective.
	Anticipate the future:  Be ready for any criticism or counterarguments. However, you can minimize the chances for the same by anticipating the counterarguments in advance and be prepared for it. Also, it will help you revise your thesis and helps you feel more confident about what you’ve written.


Taking all these suggestions into consideration, you are all set to begin with your thesis. 
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